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Abstract--We prove convergence for a simple relaxation scheme for a scalar conservation law 
modeling the settling of particles in an ideal clarifler-thickener unit. The conservation law has a 
flux which is spatially dependent on two discontinuous parameters. We prove convergence of the 
relaxation approximations to a weak solution of the clarifier-thickener model, and present numerical 
examples using our scheme. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The Clarifier-Thickener Model 
The kinematic theory of one-dimensional sedimentation f ideal suspensions originated in 
Kynch's paper [1]. Its main assumption states that in a suspension of small equal-sized solid 
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particles dispersed in a viscous fluid, considered as a superposition of two continuous phases, the 
solid-fluid relative or slip velocity vr is a function of the local solids concentration u only. Under 
this assumption and defining the so-called Kynch batch flux density function b(u) := u(1-U)Vr(U), 
we can state the governing equation for batch settling of a suspension i  a cylindrical closed ves- 
sel as the scalar conservation law ut + b(u)~ = O, where t is time and x is depth. The function 
b(u) depends on the material specific properties of the mixture under study. Very frequently the 
nonconvex function 
fv~u(1-u)  n, vc¢>0,  n>_l  fo ruE(0 ,1 ) ,  
b(u) (1.1) / 0 otherwise, 
is used, where v~ > 0 is the settling velocity of a single particle in an unbounded pure fluid. 
This function satisfies the generic nonlinearity assumption 
b"(u) # O, for almost all u e [0, 1], 
which is required for our convergence proof. 
The kinematic sedimentation model forms an example of the general theory of kinematic waves 
by Lighthill and Whitham [2,3], and is very similar to the kinematic theory of traffic flow on 
highways. In particular, kinematic shocks occur as concentration discontinuities, for example 
between the clear supernatant liquid and the settling suspension. 
The sedimentation model is extensively used in industry as a useful description for the settling 
of a variety of materials uch as mineral tallings, wastewater and blood, see [4] for an overview. 
In its 'raw' form, the equation ut + b(u)z = 0 applies to batch settling in a closed column. 
Practitioners very soon utilized the kinematic sedimentation theory for design calculations of 
continuously operated settling tanks, so-called thickeners, by adding a transport term q(t)u to 
the flux density function b(u), where q(t) is a controllable mixture flow velocity. This results in 
the equation 
ut + (q(t)u + b(u)) x = 0. (1.2) 
Several researchers ecognized (see [5] for details) that information on whether a cylindrical con- 
tinuous thickener is able to treat a given suspension with a known function b(u) under stationary 
flow conditions can essentially be read off from plots of the continuous flux function qu + b(u) 
(with q = q(t) kept constant). However, to use (1.2) for the simulation of continuous sedimenta- 
tion in a unit, one needs to explicitly model the feed and discharge mechanisms and to provide 
(in the widest sense) boundary conditions. 
Petty [6] was the first to propose Dirichlet boundary concentrations for (1.2), but recognized 
that the resulting model was not well-posed since overflow and under flow concentration waves 
may break through the feed and discharge boundary levels, such that prescribed boundary data 
are not assumed by the solution u. The weU-posedness of a scalar conservation law with boundary 
conditions was recovered by the concept of (set-valued) entropy boundary conditions developed 
by Bardos et al. [7], Dubois and LeFloch [8], and LeRoux [9]. In a series of papers, Bustos 
and her co-workers utilized this new concept o provide a rigorous mathematical framework 
to continuous edimentation, including existence and uniqueness results [10], constructions of 
elementary solutions [11], and a control model [12]. 
In spite of its amenability to mathematical nalysis, the Petty-Bustos model [6,10-12] suffers 
from some drawbacks. Among them is the lack of a global conservation principle due to the use 
of Dirichlet boundary conditions, and the complete neglect of a clarification zone. It is preferable 
to replace the Dirichlet boundary conditions by transitions between the transport flux q(x, t)u 
and the composite flux q(x,t)u + b(u), which leads to a pure initial value problem. Moreover, 
the feed suspension should enter between the overflow outlet at the top and the discharge outlet 
at the bottom. It is such a configuration, drawn in Figure 1, which is considered in this paper. 
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of aclarifier-thickener unit with constant cross-sectional 
area S and its control varables. 
Precisely, we assume that S is the (constant) cross-sectional rea of the vessel. At depth x -- 0, 
feed suspension of a given concentration uF(t) is fed into the unit at a volume rate QF(t) _> 0. 
At depth x = 1, the mixture (in normal operation, the concentrated sediment) is discharged at 
a prescribed volume rate QR(t) >_ 0, and at depth x = -1 ,  the mixture (usually the clarified 
liquid) leaves the unit at a volume rate OL(t) _< 0, where OF(t) = OR(t)  -- QL(t). Dividing the 
volume rates by S and assuming for simplicity that the control variables QR, QL, and UF are 
constant, we obtain an upwards-directed volume average velocity qL := QL/S  <_ 0 above and a 
downwards-directed velocity qR := QR/S  >_ 0 below the feed level x = 0. The feed source itself 
is modeled by a singular source term, which we express as an additional jump in the composite 
flux function at x = 0, see [13] for details. 
The present analysis is also valid for the case of an arbitrarily small, constant diameter So > 0 of 
the discharge and outflow pipes, i.e., for x > 1 and x < -1.  In this case, a simple transformation f 
the space variable reduces the corresponding clarifier-thickener model with varying cross-sectional 
area (which is not treated here) to the case studied herein (with constant cross-sectional rea 
S for all x E R), see [14] for details. In particular, the solution of the clarifier-thickener model 
within ( -1 ,1)  does not depend on the value of So. 
Thorough constructions and classifications of solutions of clarifier-thickener models were pre- 
sented in a series of papers by Diehl, see [15,16] and the references cited therein. We have adopted 
a computational pproach and are interested in devising numerical methods for clarifier-thickener 
units for proving existence of weak solutions and to provide a simulation tool. 
We propose and analyze a simple relaxation scheme for solving a scalar conservation law mod- 
eling continuous edimentation processes in the clarifier-thickener unit drawn in Figure 1. Thus, 
the problem to be solved is the same as the one discussed by Bfirger, Karlsen, Klingenberg and 
Risebro in [13], where a front tracking algorithm was proposed and analyzed. In particular, we 
refer to that paper for a detailed derivation of the model. Moreover, in [17,18] we demonstrate 
that a slight modification of the Engquist-Osher monotone finite-difference scheme is equally 
well suited to show existence of weak solutions and to simulate the problem numerically. In 
addition, it is also possible to include vessels with discontinuously varying cross-sectional rea 
[19,20]. To put the present new treatment of the clarifier-thickener advanced herein into the 
proper perspective, we emphasize that the previously studied numerical methods require some 
effort in implementation. In fact, it is necessary to keep track of shocks and collisions in the 
front tracking method, and to apply the monotone finite-difference method one has to carefully 
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identify the extrema of the flux function, which may also depend on time. The precise values 
of these extrema re needed to appropriately evaluate the Engquist-Osher numerical flux. The 
present relaxation method, however, does not rely on knowledge of the number and location of 
extrema nd inflection points of the flux and therefore is very easy to implement. 
The initial value problem considered is a scalar conservation law with a spatially varying flux 
g(z, u): 
Zttq-g(x,U)z=O , (x,t) eI IT:=Rx(O,T);  u(z,O)=uo(X), xeR,  (1.3) 
where T > 0 is fixed, u(x, t) is the scalar unknown function that is sought, and g and u0 are the 
flux function and the initial datum, respectively, described below. 
The previous considerations on bulk flow directions and feed, overflow and discharge mecha- 
nisms in the ideal clarifier-thickener imply that the spatially varying flux has the form 
qLu, for x < --1, 
qLU + b(u), for - 1 < x < 0, 
g(z, u) = qRu + b(u) + (qL -- qR)UF, fo r0<x<l ,  
qau + (qL -- qR)UF, for x > 1. 
The control variables qL, qR, and UF satisfy qL < 0, qR > 0, and 0 <_ UF <_ 1. The function b is 
generically assumed to be Lipschitz continuous, positive for u • (0, 1), and to vanish for u ~ (0, 1). 
The flux g(x,u) is discontinuous at the points x = -1 ,0 ,  1. It is convenient to describe the flux 
g as depending on two parameters 7i(x) and 72(x), which we write as a vector for brevity: 
3"(x) := (71(x),72(x)). Then 
with 
f (3"(X), 'tt) := "/I(x)(U -- UF) -{- "),2(x)b(u) -{- qLUF, (1.4) 
t qL, fo rx<0,  J" 1, fo rxE( - -1 ,1 ) ,  
71(x) := and 72(x) := 
qrt, for x > 0, ~. 0, for x $ ( -1,  1). 
The parameter ~/l(x) corresponds to the mixture flow velocity q(x). The discontinuity at x = 0 
is due to the separation between the clarification zone (x < 0) where the flow is upward (qL < 0), 
and the settling zone (x > 0) where the flow is downward (qR > 0). 
Let 
llf,,ll := max {IA,('r,u)l : "r ~ e [qL, qR], .y2 • [0,1], u • [0,1]}. 
It is easy to see that 
IIf~,ll < max(--qL,  qR) + Ilbql, IIb'll := max Ib'(u)l. 
- ~e[o,1] 
Note that IIb'(u)]l = v~ if b(u) is given by (1.1). Next, we define the total variation of the vector 3' 
as 
TV('y) := TV(7 ' )  + TV(72) = 2 + qR - qL. 
The flux f( 'y(x),u) has discontinuities at three locations: x = -1 ,  x = 0, and x = 1. The 
d iscont inu i t ies  at  x = -1  and  x = 1 are due  to  jumps  in 72 ,  wh i le  the  d i scont inu i ty  at  x = 0 is 
due to the jump in 71 . Defining 
3"+(xo) := lim 3"(x), 3"_(xo)limo3"(x), 
X---+~O 
x~>Xo x<~Xo 
we note that for a discontinuity in ~/at x = -1 ,  we have 
f ('7-(-I), u) = qL u, f (3"+(--1), U) ---- qLU "}- b(u). 
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Similarly, for a discontinuity in "), at x = 1, 
f (?_ (1), U) = qLU + b(u) -4- (qL -- qR) UF, 
Finally, for a discontinuity at x = O, we have 
f (~y+(1), u) = qLu -4- (qL -- qR) UF. 
f (~t_(0) ,u)=qLu+b(u),  f ( ' ) ,+(0) ,u)=qRu÷b(u)÷(qL- -qR)UF.  
1.2. Weak Solutions and the Relaxat ion Scheme 
Independently of the smoothness of ")' and the initial data u0, solutions of (1.3) generally 
develop discontinuities, and so weak solutions must be sought. A weak solution is defined as 
follows. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let u0 G L°°(R), 0 < uo <_ 1. A function u(x,t)  E L°°(IIT) /s a weak solution 
of the Cauchy problem (1.3) if, for all test functions ¢ e 2)(liT), 
///. + / (.y(x), dx dt + O) = O. (1.5) 
Scalar conservation laws with spatially varying discontinuities have been investigated in a num- 
ber of works over the last ten years. In trying to establish compactness for some approximating 
sequence, the main difficulty with these equations is that no uniform bound on the total variation 
of the approximations is available. For this reason, convergence has often been established for 
a transformed version of the approximations, using a so-called singular mapping. One excep- 
tion is the paper [21] by Karlsen, Risebro and Towers, which used the method of compensated 
compactness. We refer to [21] or [22] for a general overview of the literature on hyperbolic and 
degenerate parabolic partial differential equations with discontinuous coefficients and the history 
of the singular mapping approach. 
The relaxation scheme presented in the next section, which is of Jin and Xin type [23], was 
analyzed with the compensated compactness method [24] in the paper [25] by Karlsen, Klingen- 
berg and Risebro. We refer to [26] for an overview of the "relaxation approach" to hyperbolic 
problems. In [25], a relaxation scheme for a general conservation law of the type 
u~ -4- f (7(x),  u)x = O, with 7(') being a scalar function, 
was analyzed. The crucial assumption i [25] was that f-y(7, a) = f-y(7, b) = 0 for constants a and 
b, independently of7. This assumption does not hold for the model presented here. Nevertheless, 
the analysis of the relaxation scheme presented here has many similarities with the analysis in [25]. 
Therefore, the proofs here are absent (where they coincide with the proofs of the corresponding 
results in [25]) or brief (if they are marginally different). 
Let us also recall that weak solutions of conservation laws with discontinuous coefficients are 
not unique, although some results have been obtained [27-31]. For the problem studied herein, 
the issue of uniqueness i addressed in [18]. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present he relaxation 
scheme, and state L c° and L 2 bounds satisfied by the approximations. In Section 3, we use the 
compensated compactness method to show that the approximate solutions converge to a weak 
solution. Finally, in Section 4, we demonstrate he scheme on two standard examples. 
2. THE NUMERICAL  SCHEME 
Inspired by Jin and Xin [23], we devise a scheme for the relaxation system 
T+v~ =0,  U t 
2 ~ 1 
vt +a  u~ = 7 ( / (~(x) 'u  ~) - v~), 
(2.1) 
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where x E R, t > 0, r > 0 is the relaxation parameter, and the parameter a satisfies the so-called 
subcharacteristic condition [3,32,33] 
0 < max[f,,(%u)[ < a. (2.2) 
For (2.1), we specify the following initial data: 
-~(~,0) = ~0(~), .~(~, 0) = ] ('r(~),-o(~)), xeR.  
In characteristic variables 
V 
W :~- tt ~ --, 
a 
v 1 a 
z :=U- -a  ¢=~ u- - - -~(w+z) ,  v=5(w-z ) ,  (2.3) 
the system (2.1) simplifies to a diagonal system: 
v _~_ awvz -~ w t 
Z t 
for x C R and t > 0 with 
~ ' (x ,  0) := uo(x) + f('T(x)' uo(x)), z' (x,  0) := Uo(X) - f(~T(x)' uo(x)), x e R. 
a a 
We begin the definition of the difference scheme by discretizing the spatial domain R into cells 
(2.4) 
I j  :-~ [Xj -1/2,  X j+I /2)  , j • ~,  
where xk = kAx  for k = 0, 4-1/2, +1, 4-3/2, . . . .  Similarly, the time interval [0, T] is discretized 
via tn = nat  for n = 0 , . . . ,  N, where N = [T/AtJ + 1, which results in the time strips 
I "  := [t,, i n+ l ) .  
We let Ax > 0 and At > 0 denote the spatial and temporal discretization parameters, respec- 
tively. Let X~ (x) and X" (t) be the characteristic functions for the intervals I j  and I n, respectively. 
Define X'~(x, t) = Xj(x)X'~(t) to be the characteristic function for the rectangle I j  x I n. We use 
the common notation u~ for the approximate solution at x -- xj, t -- t n, and similarly for vT, 
etc. We shall analyze the following semi-implicit scheme: 
1 ( n-l-1 a I u~+l )  -- ~jn-{-1) 
A--'t xwJ -- w~) Jr- ~X (W~ -- WL I  ) - -  --aT ( f  ( 'y j '  J ' 
(2.5) 
1 (z~+l  z~) -  a zn 1 A~ ~ ( j+,- ~) =--(s.~ %,~yx) _~+~), 
for j E 7/. and n = 0, 1 , . . . ,  N. In the original variables, this finite-difference scheme can be 
wr i t ten  as 
1 (u~+ l _u~)+ 1 vn _ n 
/~'-"t ~ ( j4-1 Vj--1) 
un n 
2SX ( j - - I  -- 2U~ "}- ~ j÷ l )  = 0, 
a 2 
1 (~}~+, ~}~)+ %+1- j-i) - -  . -- rL un  
At 
2~ (~j-i - 2~; ~ + ~j+l) 7 (/~- ~"+~ ---- xT'j, j / vj ) . 
(2.6) 
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We start the iterations (2.5) and (2.6) by defining 
f 0 1 u0(x)dx, vj := ~ /(~(x),u0(~)) d~, 
o o v° o o '~° i f  wj := uj + a , zj := uj a ' ~J := ~ j,,..+ ~(x)  ~,  j e z .  
For the difference scheme (2.6), we assume that the following CFL condition holds: 
At 
aA <_ 1, A := ~x" (2.7) 
Now that we have presented the relaxation scheme, we state two crucial bounds atisfied by the 
the discrete approximation, an L °° bound and a local L 2 bound. In order to do this, we define 
functions h± by 
h±(%u) :-- u =t= f(~',u) (2.8) 
a 
Note that by the subcharacteristic condition (2.2), these are increasing in u for all % Now we 
define 
~ := h ±(~,0) and ~ := h ±(~, 1), ~ • Z, 
so that specifically 
0, for j  <0,  { 1+ qL, for j  <0,  a 
h~= = :t:--(qL --2~----" ' -  qR) UF for j = 0, -h~ = 1 =t= qR + (qL2a-- qR) uF , for j = 0, (2.9) 
.4_ (qL -- qR) uF, for j > 0, 1 q- qR + (qL -- qR) UF for j > 0. 
a a ' 
With this notation, we can state the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. L °° ESTIMATE. Assume that h + <_ w7 < ~ and h~- < z~' _< h~- for a/l j ,  and that 
UF < qR = 1 
-- qP,. -- qL 1 + IqL/qR[ < 1. (2.10) 
Then 
for all j. In particular, the [ollowJng implication Js valid: 
0 [0,1], [or all uj uj E j ~ " E [0, 1], for a/l j and t'or n > 0. (2.11) 
PROOF. Using the difference scheme (2.6), we find 
U n j--1 n " U~ "}'I - -  (I - a~)u? + - -  j - I  "~" "~- ~j-{-1 --  
= (1-a)O(w~+z' ] )+ (W~I+ j+ l ) : :V (W~l ,W: j ,~ ,Z jn+l )  • 
We can also write 
__1 ( f ( 'T j ,  un+lj ) __n+l~.vj ) : lh+ (~J '  u~'b l )  - ~Wn"F1T 3 ' 
aT 
1 ( f l -  ?~n+l~ ?)3+1) I h -  l z .n+l  ' 
,D' j ,  j ) - - -  ( "~ j ,u3+l )  - T 3 aT T 
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and thus, the characteristic difference scheme (2.5) reads 
=: w(~j"_l, w;, z L ~h,), 
n n =: z(w;_,, ~,  ~j, z~+l). 
By the CFL condition (2.7) and the subcharacteristic condition (2.2), the functions U, W, and Z 
are nondecreasing in all variables. Using this monotonicity, for j ¢~ {-1,0, 1}, we can easily verify 
that the lemma holds. For j = 1, we have 
--+ ,--4- . . . .  
u~ +1 < U(ho , h i ,  h i ,  h2 ) 
aA .~+ 
=I -~+T(  0 +h; )  
= 1 -a )~+-y  2 -  - -  
A 
= 1 - ~ (qR + (qL -- qR)UF) 
< 1, 
since by (2.10) qR + (qi -- qR)UF >_ O. Thus, 
~+l  < W(~o,~+,~?,~;) 
=(1 + -~) -1  ((1 - aA)h+ + aAh+ + --r"At~+'~l) 
--1 )~ qR)UF) ] = (1+-~) [ (1  + -~)  h+ - ~ (qR + (qL - 
--+ 
< h 1 . 
Similarly, the inequality 
u7 +l > U(h_0 +, h +, h i  , h~) = £ . . . .  --'~(qL -- qR)UF >_ 0 
is valid, so that 
~,,;+i > W(~,h+,h - ; ,h~)  
__ [0+ 
since B o + - h + ~ 0. For the z variable we have that 
+ aA(~ - hi)] > h~+, 
--+ ,--+ . . . .  
_h I < Z (h_o+,_hl+, hl,_h2) ~_ z~ +1 __~ Z (h 0 ,h 1 ,h 1 ,h 2 ) _~ hT. 
Next, for j -- O, we have that 
U~+I <-- (1--aA) + a---~ ( l  + qL + l -- qR + (qL----qa)uF') = I + A(qL -qR) (1 -  uF) <- a 
A Relaxation Scheme 
since uF _< 1 and qL < qR. We also have that 
aA A 
~+i  > 7 (h+l + h~) = ~ (qR -- qP UF > 0. 
Thus, 
w~+l < W ( _ _  h+,, h+, ho, h~)< ( i+ -~) -I [(1 -t- -~-) hO + a,,~ (h_+l - ~'o )] _< ~-o , A t \ = +  
since 
Also, 
-+ 
h-1 -- -~0 = qL 1 ~a -}- ~a (qL -- qR) (1 -- UF) ~ O. 
] w~'+' > w (_h+, ,~,~- ,_h i - )  > 1 + 1 + - -  ~ + a,~(_~ +, - ~)  > _ho +. 
Similarly, 
and 
z~+'_< (1-t--~)-' [(1+-~)ho-kaA(hl-ho)]~ho 
z~+l> (1-t- ~.~t)-' [(1+-~-)h_o-+aA(h- ~ -ho-)] ~ho-. 
Finally, for j = -1 ,  we also have that 
and therefore, 
Regarding the z variable, we obtain 
since 
O_<~n_~ 1 < 1, 
h + < w n+l <-~+ 
- - - -1  - -  - -1  ~ - -1"  
Zn_tl <__ (XJf--~)--I [(1~-'~'-/ _l-~-a)~ 
qL 1 ho - h_l = ~ + Ea( , i  - qR)(1 -- UF) < O. 
We also have that 
since 
] ~+'  > ~ + i + _h-i + a,~ (h_o- hZ,) > h-~, 
1 
h-°- - -h-1 = ~a (qR -- qL) UF ~ O. 
This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. L 2 BOUNDS. Assume that A satisfies the CFL condition 
i (a-m~lI~,l) 2 
< ~ \a+maxl / , , I  ' 
I001 
(2.12) 
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then the following inequalities are valid for any positive integer J, where C is a constant hat is 
independent of r and Ax: 
N-1  J 
AxAt_ ~ ~ (ft-~.Tj,u=+l'~_v.'?+'~2j ) 3 , _<C, (2.13 /
T n=O j= -d  
N-1  J 
n=O j f - J  
N -1  J 
- ~j_~) + (~j+~ - ~7) ~) < c~.  (2.15/ 
rt=O j=- - J  
For a proof of this lemma, see [25]. Although this lemma requires a stronger CFL condition to 
to hold, in actual computations we do not need (2.12) to hold. The usual CFL condition (2.7) is 
sufficient for stability. 
3. CONVERGENCE 
~r  a conservation law of the type 
u, + f (,,/(~), u)~ = o, (3.1) 
where 7(x) = (71(x), 72(x)) are differentiable functions, we call a weak solution u(x, t) an entropy 
solution of (3.1) if for all convex C 2 functions (entropies) 7/: R --. R and the corresponding entropy 
fluxes q defined by 
q~, ('7, u) = O'(u)f= (~/, u) = 71rf(u) + 727f (u)b'(u), (3.2) 
the following entropy inequality is satisfied: 
~l(u)t + q ('7(x), u)~ + .7'(x) • (XT.tf ('7(x), u) -- VTq ('t(x), u)) < O, in ZY. (3.3) 
Up to an additive constant, q(% u) is given by 
q ('7, u) = "/1~('o,) --I- "y2q(u),  q I (u)  ~--- 'rf(u)b'('// ,).  (3.4) 
The pair (~, q) is usually referred to as entropy pair. 
Although the entropy condition (3.3) (as well as Kru~kov's theory [34]) breaks down when ~/(x) 
is discontinuous, the observation i  [21] is that one can still establish strong compactness of
approximate solutions via (3.3) and the compensated compactness method due to Murat and 
Tartar [24], at least when ~/E BV and 7 ~-~ f(~/, u) (and thus, ~/~-* q(0', u)) is linear. 
For the convergence analysis we need to extend the finite-difference solutions {u~} and {v~} 
or equivalently, {w~} and {z~}, to functions w T,Ax and z *,z~ defined a.e. on IIT. Let 
~',"x(x , t )  := ~;', for (x,t) e [~_ , /~,x j+ l /~)  × [t , . , t .+l) ,  
and define z~,A*(x,t) and "lAx(x) analogously. We refer to the functions w *'a~ and z *'Ax or 
equivalently, to 
u T''x~ =~1 (WT'Ax + Z~"r'~), 
2 
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as approximate solutions. Note that (2.11) and (2.13) imply the following a pr/or/estimates: 
II:,A'h.~, II:'A'IIL.., II~"A'L.., I I : 'A' I I . .  < C,, (3.5) 
f -f (, <- o : ,  L > o, 
Jo J -  L 
/o 2 -:o.: (f (-y(x),,: ,'x) dt d~ --. o, as r, Ax  1 o, (3.T) L 
for some constants C1, C2 that are independent of r, Am, but 02 depends on L. The bounds 
in (3.5) are immediate. The bound (3.6) holds by Lemma 2.2. To show (3.7), we observe that 
IIs ('~, u"A') - : : ' "  .(_~,,~) -< IIs (',~',~:'A') _ :,A.II~.(_~,~) + Cll~ - ~a"IIL'(--L,L)" 
Since "7 ~x --* 7 a.e. and 7 A~ is bounded, Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem implies 
that the last term on the right-hand side in the above inequality tends to zero when Ax 1 0. The 
first term is O(v/~ ) by (3.6). 
Now we recapitulate the relevant results from the compensated compactness method due to 
Murat and Tartar [24]. For a nice overview of applications of the compensated compactness 
method to hyperbolic onservation laws, we refer to Chen [35]. Let f l4(R a) denote the space of 
bounded Radon measures on R n and 
Co(R")= {~ 6C(R"): ,~l--*cclim %~(x) =0}. 
If p e fl4(R"), then 
$*  
(#, k~> = / • d#, for all @ 6 Co(R"). 
JR n 
Recall that # E A4(R") if and only if 
I(p,~)l < ClI¢IIL--(.~), for all ~ • C0(R"). 
We define the norm I1" [I~(R-) by 
II~II.~(R~) := sup {l(~, ~>1: '~ • co(R'~), ll¢'IIL-(~-) -< 1}. 
The space (A4(R"), [I " I1:~(.-)) is a Banach space, which is isometrically isomorphic to the dual 
space of (C0(R"), I1" IIL~(R~)) •The space of probability measures Prob(R") is defined as 
Prob (R n) := {# 6 NI(R") : # is nonnegative and II#IIM(R-) = 1}. 
Then we can state a fundamental result in the theory of compensated compactness. 
LEMMA 3.1. YOUNG MEASURE. Let K C R" be a bounded open set and uc : l i t  --+ K [or 
each e > O. Then there exists a family of probability measures {z,(x,t)(A) • Prob(R")}(x.t)enr 
(depending weak-, measurably on (x, t)), such that 
supp v(x,t) C K, for a.e. (x, t) • 1-IT. 
Furthermore, for any continuous function • : K --* R, we have along a subsequence 
¢(ue) - -  -~, in L°°(IIT) as e I O, 
where (the exceptional set depends possibly on ~) 
¥(x, t) := (~'c~,,), ~) = [ ¢('~) d"c~:)(~), 1'or a.e. (z, t) • nT. 
JR 
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REMARK 3.1. In the literature, v(~,~) is called a Young measure. Lemma 3.1 provides a represen- 
tation formula for weak limits in terms of nonlinear functions and Young measures. A uniformly 
bounded sequence {ue}~>0 converges a.e. on a set to u if and only if the corresponding Young 
measure reduces to a Dirac measure located at u on this set, i.e., v(~,t ) = ~(~,t) for a.e. (x, t) in 
this set. 
Denote by u(~,t) the Young measure corresponding to the sequence of approximate solutions 
{U~'A~}~,~> 0 C L ~. 
Since f(~,, u) is "linear in '7" (see (1.4)) and ~/(x) is bounded, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that 
f ('7(x), u T'Ax) --5-* 7(~/(x) ,x , t ) ,  f ---- f('y(x),x,t) ---- (v(:~:), f ("y(x), .)), 
and 
q(7(x ) ,u  r'hz) * "q(7(x ) ,x , t ) ,  "~='~(7(x) ,x, t )  = (v(x,t),q('y(x), .)) ,  
for any entropy flux q defined by (3.2). More explicitly we have 
y = .yl - + + qLuF, = b) .  
Via (3.4), ~ is given explicitly by a similar expression. 
The a priori estimates found in Section 2 imply for any (not necessarily convex) C 2 entropy 
pair (7, q) that 
0(u~'a~)t + q (7(x) ,u"ax)~ = mT,ax + ET, a~, 
where m7,az E ¢Viloc (with no control of the sign of this measure when ~ is convex) and Er',a x --* 0 
in Hlo ~ as r, Ax I 0. This yields via Murat's lemma [24] (see also [36]) the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. H~c 1 COMPACTNESS. Assume that the strengthened CFL condition (2.12) holds. 
Then the sequence of distributions 
{7 (u~'~z) t + q ~,7~/"x'), u r'z~z\)z J'r, hx>0 ~ lies hi a compact subset of Hioc,-1 
for any C 2 function ~7 : R --~ R and corresponding q defined by (3.2). 
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is similar to the proof of the corresponding result in [25], and thus, it 
is omitted. Let us only mention that the estimates in Lemma 2.2 are essential for the proof. 
Equipped with Lemma 3.2, we can apply the div-curl emma [24] to obtain the following result. 
For any pair of (not necessarily convex) C 2 functions 7/1,72 : R --* R, we have along a subse- 
quence 
ql (~,(x), u ''A~) 'n (u~-'A~) - 'n (u' : '~) q2 (~'(x), u~"A~) --'* q1'72 - 'nq2 (3.8) 
in L ~ as T, Ax  ~ O, where qi :R --* R is defined by Ouq~(7(x),u) = ~?~(u)fu(7(x),u), i = 1,2. We 
can now prove the following important compensated compactness lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. COMPENSATED COMPACTNESS. Along a subsequence, 
u~,Ax *.u, f(~/(X),U*,Ax) *'f(~y(X),U), inL°°asr, Ax~O. 
Furthermore, a subsequence of l ur, Ax ~ converges a.e. on ( -1 ,  1) x (0, T) to u. ( JT,Ax:>O 
PROOF. Applying Lemma 3.1 for the sequence {u~} with 
(3.9) 
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we get along a subsequence 
ql (~/(x), u r':'x) r/2 (u r'Ax) - r/1 (u r'Ax) q2 ('/(x), u ~'''x~:) *" qlr/2 -- r/lq2 
in L°°(IIT) as r, Ax  I 0. 
From this and (3.8), we get the following Murat-Tartar commutation relation: 
[~r/2 --rhq2 -- qlr/2 -- ~hq2l = O, for a.e. (x,t) G IIT. 
Inspired by Chen [35], we choose 
~11 ()~) ~- )k -- U(X, t), 
~2 (~(~), ~) = q~ (~(~), ~), 
q~ (-/(~), :~) = : (-:(~), ~) - I (~(~),,,(~, t)),  
£ q2 (~(X),)~) = (fu(~(X), ~))2 d~, 
(x,O 
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(3.10) 
and note that ~'T -= 0. Inserting this choice into the commutation relation (3.10), we have 
(JfR ( f  ( , (x ) ,A ) -  f (?(x),u(x,t)))dv(x,t)(A)) 2 
+~ (A-u(x,t))  fu(x,t)(f~,(~/(x),~))~ d~ (3.11) 
- ( I  (7(=), ~) - / (7(=), ~(=, t))) :)  dvcx,,)(~ ) = 0. 
By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
(z )' ( I  (~(x), ~) - / (~(x), u(z, 0))  2 = /~ (~(x), ~) d~ 
(~,t) 
<_ (A -  u(x,t)) f x (/~('r(x), ,))  2 d~, 
Ju(x ,t) 
with equality if and only if f~('r(x),~) = 0 for all ~ between u(x,t) and A. This implies that 
both terms in (3.11) are nonnegative, and thus, they must be equal to zero. The first term being 
zero gives f -- f(~/(x), u) for a.e. (x, t) E liT. This proves (3.9). 
Finally, if x E ( -1,  1) (and t E (0,T)), then 
fuu ('7(x), u) = 72(x)b"(u) # O, for a.e. u e [0, 1]. 
In this case, the second term gives v(,,t) = 6~,(~,t), and we can conclude that the last statement 
in the lemma holds. | 
Now we have the necessary tool for proving convergence of the relaxation scheme. 
THEOREM 3.1. CONVERGENCE. Assume that the subcharacteristic ondition (2.2) and the 
strengthened CFL condition (2.12) hold. Passing if necessary to a subsequence, we have 
u ''z~: -- u, in L°°(HT) as v, Ax 1 0, (3.12) 
ur'AX-*u, inLP((-1,1) x(O,T))asr,  Ax~O, foranyp<oo. 
The limit u is a weak solution u of the Cauchy problem 
,,, + / (.y(x), ~)~ = o, ~(x, o) = ~o(~), 
where the flux function f is defined in (1.4). 
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PROOF. The convergence statement (3.12) follows from Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 2.1. It remains to 
prove that u is a weak solution. To this end, let ~o E/)( l iT)  and fix X > 0, such that ~o vanishes for 
Ixl > X = J Ax. Multiplying the first difference quation in (2.6) by AtAx  ~o~ = AtAx  ~o(x#, t n) 
and then summing by parts we get 
N J n n - - I  J n n ~oj -- ~oj n ~ .  n (P j+ I  - -  ~0.~--1 + Ax At 2- ,  
n=l j=-J  j=--J n,j 
- -  2 -  (%tj"l-1 - -  U 3) (~j+l - -  ~0~) 
n=l  j=- - J  
aAt w" . . 
= 4 
n, j  
=:E~Az) 
where JAx  = X and NAt  = T. Therefore, in the standard way we have that 
foT £ (ur'Ax~t + V v,~x ~x) dxdt + fauo(x)~o(x,O)dx=O(At + Ax) + E(Ax  ) 
Using the second part of (3.9) and (3.7), we get 
T 
~o £ (u<ptwf(~l,U)cpx)dxdt+ £uo(x)~o(x,O)dx= azl0limE(Az). 
By Cauchy's inequality 
~ n n rl 2 2 " - -  " E:(Ax)  _< At 2 ,..., ((wj+ 1 - w~')2 + (zg+ x - z 9 ) ) h 
n, j  n , j  
< Ch, 
where (2.15) was used to get the final estimate. Hence, limz~xl0 E(Ax) = 0, which concludes the 
proof of the theorem. 
4. TWO NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
In our two examples, we choose the Kynch batch flux density function (1.1) with Voo = 6.75 
and n = 2. The numerical results apply to any other positive value of voo if time is appropriately 
rescaled. We start from a clarifier-thickener which is initially full of water, i.e., u0(x) = 0 for 
x E R. At t = 0, we start to fill up the vessel with feed suspension of the concentrations UF = 0.7 
in the first and UF = 0.8 in the second example. In both examples we select qL = --1 and 
qR = 0.6. These parameters have been chosen in such a way that the structures of the entropy 
solutions coincide with those of Example 1 and Example 2 by Diehl [37], for which analytical and, 
in the case corresponding to our choice UF = 0.8, numerical solutions obtained from Godunov's 
method are presented. Moreover, these two examples have also been used in [13,17], so that the 
reader may consult these papers to compare the results produced by the relaxation scheme with 
those obtained by front tracking and monotone finite differencing. 
A detailed construction of exact entropy solutions of initial-value problems imilar to those we 
solve numerically is given in [37]. In both cases, the control parameters satisfy 
UFQF = UF (qR -- qL) S = 1.6UFS > UmaxQR (4.1) 
which means that the solids feed rate in these examples always exceeds the max imum possible 
solids discharge rate UmaxQ R _> u(l, t)QR. Thus, the clarifier-thickener is overloaded and one 
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A x = 0.050 A x=0.005 
;m 
0 o.s 1 1,5 2 2.5 3 3.5 0 0.5 , l .s 2 2.5 3 3.5 
t t 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2. Example 1: Contours of the approximation generated using Ax=0.05  (a) 
and Ax----0.005 (b). 
expects that, since the settling zone can not handle the solids feed flux, solids pass into the 
clarification zone and will eventually leave the unit through the overflow level. 
Notice also that 
1 
1 + IqL/qRI - 0.375,  
and thus, the condition (2.10), which was needed for the proof of the L °° lemma, Lemma 2.1, is 
violated in both examples. Nevertheless, the method produced results that were in the interval 
[0, 1], which suggests that the condition (2.10) is artificial. 
The main qualitative difference between Examples 1 and 2 lies in the behavior at the feed 
level x -- 0 for small times. In the first case, with UF = 0.7, this Riemann problem produces 
a downwards propagating fan, and the concentration i the clarification zone remains initially 
zero, while for u F = 0.8, the local maximum of f(qR, u) is negative, and we obtain a centered 
wave including positive and negative speeds, and the solids will propagate immediately into the 
clarification zone. 
In all our computations we used ~- -- 10 -5. In Figure 2, we show contours of the approximate 
solution in Example 1 for Ax ---- 0.05 (Figure 2a) and for Ax = 0.005 (Figure 2b). We observe that 
/J 
m 
A x=0.050 Ax=0.005 
o o8  1 1.s 2 2.s 3 as  o o.s 1 1.s 2 2.5 s 3.s 
t t 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3. Example 2: Contours of the approximation generated usingAx----0.05 (a) 
andAx=0.005 (b). 
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the approx imate  solut ion seems to converge to the correct solut ion produced by other  methods.  
This  is also the case in the second example,  shown in F igure 3. 
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